
 

A PRACTICAL GUIDE TO CREATING A 
WELLBEING MEASUREMENT STRATEGY

 

Having a clear reason for why you want to measure wellbeing in your setting will help you to

know where to start. 

Is there an area of concern that has led you here? For example, is staff retention low or is there an

issue cropping up amongst students, such as bullying or anxiety? If so, you might want to start by

using a survey on a specific area with a smaller group of people. Take a look at our 12 survey

categories as a starting point. 

If, however, you simply recognise the importance of measuring wellbeing, you might want to

start with a general ‘temperature check’ survey that benchmarks wellbeing levels across staff,

pupils (or both!). Popular surveys that do this are the ‘Stirling Children’s Wellbeing Scale’ for

learners and the ‘Workplace Wellbeing Snapshot Survey’ for staff. 

Whatever your reason, be clear with your community on why you’re asking them these questions.

This will help you get a more open response and sends a positive message as you are doing it

with the best intentions. 

WHY?

This document is designed to help kickstart your Wellbeing Measurement Strategy by prompting

you to think about five key areas.

Use the below to reflect on the questions and note down your responses. Once you have completed

each section you should be clear on where to start with your measurement strategy and how to take

it forward in a co-ordinated, effective and sustainable way. 

Ask yourself 'What has made me want to measure wellbeing and what am I trying to

achieve?' 

https://www.bouncetogether.co.uk/resources
https://www.bouncetogether.co.uk/resources/stirling-childrens-wellbeing-scale
https://www.bouncetogether.co.uk/resources/workplace-wellbeing-snapshot-survey


There are many ways in which you can administer a wellbeing survey and deciding on the

appropriate method for you comes down to a number of factors. Think about the following:

Time: Manual surveys can be time-consuming and stressful if you’ve never done one before. Do

you have the bandwidth to create your own survey from scratch, administer through paper

questionnaires or Google Forms, collate and input that data into an Excel spreadsheet to then

have to manually interpret the data? If the answer is no, then you might want to consider a

digital solution such as BounceTogether which takes care of these steps and gives you

presentation-ready results at the click of a button.
 

Expertise: Validated surveys - which are researched and tested - can provide you with more

reliable data and cover a huge range of topics. Take a look at BounceTogether’s catalogue of

validated surveys as a start which are also available to download in paper format for FREE. 

Budget: Given all of the above, allocating a budget to measure wellbeing might be the most

appropriate way forward especially if it frees up your time to focus on resulting initiatives and

interventions. There are a range of services avaliable to suit different budgets and needs, so do

some research and look around for one that suits you. 

HOW?

Note down your thoughts on each of the points above and ask 'How can we ensure our

measurement strategy is manageable?' 

https://www.bouncetogether.co.uk/
https://www.bouncetogether.co.uk/questionnaires


The timing of your surveys will be driven by your ‘Why’ (see box 1).

If you are taking a ‘temperature check’ of wellbeing levels then consider whether this is a one-off

or something that you are looking to repeat. Repeat surveys should be done at a similar time

each year so that you have consistency when you are looking at comparisons and to help track

any changes over time.  

If you are evaluating the impact of a specific intervention, you should collect data before making

changes and again afterwards (and maybe even in the middle). If it’s something you are wanting

to track over a longer period then you might measure progress at several intervals throughout

the school year.

When you’re evaluating impact, you might also want to introduce a “control group” for

comparison. If you choose to do this, make sure you choose individuals randomly.

WHEN?

Think about where respondents are going to complete the survey. This will be determined by the

type of survey you’re running. For instance will it be part of a normal lesson with the class teacher,

or would students benefit from some privacy to complete on their own? Consider pupils with

additional needs and how you will support them.

WHERE?

Note down key dates in the academic year that you might want to centre your

measurement around or periods to avoid. When would be the best time to administer

your surveys and do you need to repeat any of them?  



WHERE? CONTINUED...

Measuring wellbeing within your setting is only the start. It’s important that you make a plan for

after the survey to cover the following:

Communicating the results: How will you tell people what the results show and what you

intend to do about them? 

Planning next steps: Who is responsible for this planning phase? Will it need input from other

staff members or SLT? How will you make those interventions and initiatives stick? 

Making changes: Ensure everyone understands why the changes are being made and what

they are before implementing them. 

Measure again!: Running a survey once and then never again is a pointless exercise. Consistently

measuring wellbeing at different points in the year can help you track changes over time and

evidence the impact of your interventions. Now is the time to plan your next cycle of

measurement. 

WHAT NEXT?

Ask yourself what would be an appropriate time and place to administer your surveys

to get the most open answers. Consider any additional support required and the need

for sensitivity and privacy. 

For staff, will they be asked to complete a survey during a training session or in their own time

when they might feel more open? 

For any group of respondents, this shouldn't be seen as a test, so stay away from exam

conditions and allow them ample time to complete or come back to the survey if they need to. 



WHAT NEXT? CONTINUED...

FURTHER RESOURCES 
Measuring Wellbeing Do's and Don'ts:
https://www.bouncetogether.co.uk/blogs/measuring-wellbeing-do-and-donts

About our validated surveys: https://www.bouncetogether.co.uk/questionnaires

About the features of our survey platform including accessibility:
https://www.bouncetogether.co.uk/responses

See BounceTogether in action (video): https://www.bouncetogether.co.uk/

Subscribe to our quarterly newsletter: https://www.bouncetogether.co.uk/blog

Talk to the team: 0161 518 5245 OR hello@bouncetogether.co.uk

 

bouncetogether.co.uk @bouncetogether hello@bouncetogether.co.uk

Make a note of your responses to the points above. 

Make other observations: Use the surveys as one part of the puzzle. Get in and amongst your

students or colleagues to make observations. Use the data from your survey to back-up and

supplement your own professional judgement.

tel:+441615185245
mailto:hello@bouncetogether.co.uk
mailto:hello@bouncetogether.co.uk?subject=Enquiry%20from%20the%20BounceTogether.co.uk%20website

